
CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH

In this chapter the researcher would like to present about the finding and discussion of the

study. The data obtained from the documentation which are discussed on the theory and concept

from the preceding chapter. This chapter covers the grammar errors in facebook status which

have written by santri at kebun baru boarding school especially the students who stay in English

area, where in this area santri who stay there should speak by using English everyday and in their

daily conversation.

A. Research finding

In this research, the researcher would like to show the finding of the study based

on the research focus. What are the grammar errors on writing facebook status made by

the santri at kebun baru boarding school from 2019-2020 years. What are the types of

grammar errors on writing facebook status  made by  SANTRI at  kebun baru boarding

school in English area room. What are the causes make the Islamic students at kebun baru

boarding school in English area room write the grammar errors in facebook status.

This chapter explain about the grammar errors on writing facebook status used by

santri  at  kebun baru boarding school.  The researcher  does  some steps  to  explain  the

finding. The first the researcher explain the purpose of the researcher in conducting a

study. Why the researcher  chooses the title  as listed to be used as a study. Then the

researcher ask the students to make a status on their facebook account and then send an

image in the form of a screenshot to the researche to be used as a data. To collecting the

data  here,  the  researcher  collect  via  online  exactly  whatsapp.  To  coincide  with  the



students in the pesantren who are on holiday in the fasting month. All data collection are

carried out via online.

The researcher conduct this research start from april 2nd 2021 and the last mei 15th

at facebook social media. In analyzed this research, the researcher looks for santri kebun

baru’s facebook account after that the researcher take the picture or screenshot  the status

facebook which have written by  santri kebun baru it self. The researcher take some of

santri in their status facebook in different time by used screenshot image. Because not all

santri there have facebook.

1. Grammar errors in writing facebook status used by santri at kebun baru

boarding school in English area

Grammar is a particular analysis of the system and structure of language

or of specific of language. Grammar is important to learn cause grammar can

be the sentence good as it arrangement. But there are still many sentence that

are grammatically wrong. Whether it is in form of writing errors, Errors in the

arrangement of tenses, semicolon misplacement, and so forth. As in this study,

there is some mistakes occur in the writing of words when creating a facebook

status.  Because maybe it  can be typo or pure mistake because they do not

know. There are some of facebook statuses that were written by santri kebun

baru and there is some mistakes in their writing.

a. Status 1

The sentences from status 1: next year I went to my my uncle house to

visit him because he was sick, there I met with my cousin, my aunt,

and some people who I didn’t introduce them, I was happy because I



can met with them, I stayed there for 3 days because I must school and

study  after  that  I  went  to  my  house,  and  this  is  the  one  of  my

experience in my life.”1

This status has six grammar error

-next year I went to my my uncle house

-he was sick -I met with my cousin

-I didn’t introduce them -I was happy

-I stayed there

b. Status 2

The sentences from status 2:I never forced you to be as I want. I just

want to you be more attention on this situation.”2

This member has one grammar errors

-:I never forced you

c. Status 3

The sentences from status 3:  Today I very happy because I have

good information from my teacher. I can pass my duty and I get good

score in my school. Before I have the good information for me, my

friends  have  it  before.  Yeaahh,  and  today  is  me.  I  also  share  the

information  to my friends.  They is  so happy same like me. We do

everything together so we can finish we duty.and yesterday, I go to my

1 NF, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 2 april, 2021 at 14.000
2 LM, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 3 april, 2021 at 18.44



friends house to finish my duty. And than my friend helping me to

finishing my duty. My friends very kind and very care to me. After we

do my duty, I and my friend go to a beach. The beach are so beautiful

and  very  clear.  I  and  my  friend  take  some  picture  in  there.  We

enjoying it. After we go home to my friend house. Mother my friend

give me some food to eat. So, I eat it with my friend. After that, I go

home to submit my duty. And finally, my teacher chat me and say to

me that I have a good score. So I’m very happy. Thank you teacher

and mu friend.”3

This status has thirteen grammar errors

- I very happy -They is so happy

- we can finish we duty.

- -My friend helping me to finishing my duty

- -my friend very kind

- The beach are so beautiful and very clear

- and my friend take some picture

- Mother my friend give me

- I eat it with my friend

- I go home to submit my duty

- , my teacher chat me and say to me

- I am very happy

- Thank you teacher and mu friend.

d. Status 4

3 AZ, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 4 april, 2021 at 19.28



The sentences from status 4:  when you really love someone then

you really will not bored of him.”4

Nothing grammar errors in this status.

e. Status 5

The sentences from status 5:  someone who know me just from other

will think that I a bad people. Cause they do not known my strugle to

past this life.”5 

This status has three grammar error

-someone who know -I a bad people

- they do not known my strugle to past this life.

f. Status 6

The  sentences  from  status  6:  when  we  have  friends  who  can

understand us. Wr will feel that they are special to our life ass like our

family. There is quotes said that when we have maniy friends same

with maniy house.”6

There is four error

-. Wr will feel that they are special to our life ass like our family.

- we have maniy friends same with maniy house

g. Status 7

The sentences from status 7: stop doubting your self and curtain if still

there are many way for achievt it….”

#&

4 DA, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 4 april, 2021 at 14.14
5 AZ, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 5 april, 2021 at 12.24
6 GT, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 6 april, 2021 at 10.57



,,,self confidence,,,”7

There is one grammar errors

- there are many way

h. Status 8

The sentences from status 8: when someone think about life and never

do anything to  make them life  can be better.  That  is  useless,  think

better and do better and the last get the best.”8

This status has two grammar error

- when someone think

-make them life can be better.

i. Status 9

The sentences from status 9: when you confuse to choose something.

Ask to your heart becuase they word of heart is right.”9

There is two grammar errors

- when you confuse to choose something - becuase they

word of heart is right

j. Status 10

The sentences  from status  10:  complaining  will  only  make it  more

difficult for us, but if we are grateful it will be more beautiful.”10

There is no grammar error

k. Status 11

7 FZ, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 7 april, 2021 at 20.46
8 NF, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 8 april, 2021 at 20.43
9 UH, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 9 april, 2021 at 18.30
10 MH, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 10 april, 2021 at 18.30



The sentences from status 11:  sometimes. I am need learn to odhers

who mybe stronger than me. That life is strugle do or you will sorry.”11

There is two grammar errors

-I am need to learn to odhers

l. Status 12

The sentences from status 12: there is a ambition which want to get. I

hope the best can to happened on me” the error here are.”12

There is two grammar error

-A ambition -I hope the best can to happened on

me

m. Status 13

The sentences from status 13: don’t ever think you are, you will leave

me in here in every all my day you always makes me hurt with you

sweet or word until I out of my mind you love is the lie.”13 

There is two grammar error

- you always makes me hurt

- you love is the lie

n. Santri 14

The sentences from status 14: a experience is one of the best teacher to

teach yuo in everything.”14

There is two grammar error

11 SA, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 11 april, 2021 at 19.35
12 S, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 12 april, 2021 at 02.13
13 AF, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 13 april, 2021 at 21.23
14 MA, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 14 april, 2021 at 20.29



- a experience is one of the best teacher to teach yuo in everything

o. Santri 15

The sentences  from status  15:  life  is  not  promises  to  always make

happier  thing.  But  life  always  shows  that  there  is  happiness  after

sadness.”15 

There are one grammar error

- life is not promises

B. Discussion of research

In this part the researcher discussed all of the data which have written above.

Within the data that was found by the researcher conducted the study.  There are three

research focuses that the researcher will discussed those are:

1. The grammar errors on writing facebook status made by santri at kebun baru

boarding school.

This data was taken by the researcher in facebook and to collect the data the

researcher use screenshot of facebook status. This research start  2-15 april

2021 there are 15 santri who write status facebook

Status 1

This status taken on 2 april 2021.

No Sentences Grammar error Corrected

grammar error
1 next year I

went to my

my uncle

-I went

-My

-Uncle House

-I go

-Use one word

my

15 SR, santri at kebun boarding school, Facebook Status, 15 april, 2021 at 09.14



house -Uncle’s house

2 he was sick He was He is sick
3 I met with

my cousin

I met I meet

4 I didn’t

introduce

them

I didn’t I don’t

5 I was happy I was I am happy
6 I stayed there I stayed I stay

The grammar can be error because not suitable with the adverb which use there. The verb use

“next years” but the tenses most use past tense.

Status 2

This status taken on 3 april 2021

N

o

Sentences Grammar

error

Corrected grammar error

1 I never forced

you

Forced Force

Status 3

This status taken 4 april 2021

No Sentences Grammar error Corrected
grammar

error
1 I very happy I very I am very

happy
2 They is so happy They is They are
3 we can finish we We duty Our duty



duty
4 my friend

helping me to

finishing

-helping
-finishing

-help
Finish

5 my friend very

kind

My friend very
kind

My friend
are very kind

7 The beach are so

beautiful and

very clear

Are Were

8 I and my friend

take some

picture

Take Took

9 Mother my

friend give me

Give

Mother my

friend

Gave

My mother’s

friend
10 I eat it with my

friend

Eat Aet

11 I go home to

submit my duty

Submit Submitted

12 my teacher chat

me and say to

me

Say Said

13 I am very happy I am I was
14 Thank you

teacher and mu

friend.

Mu friend My friend

Status 4

This status taken on 4 april 2020



Nothing grammar error made. The sentences are suitable with the rules

Status 5

This status taken on 5 april 2021

No Sentences Grammar error Corrected

grammar

error
1 someone who know Know Who knows
2 I a bad people I a bad I am a bad

people
3 they do not known

my struggle

-known

-struggle

-They do not

know

-struggle

Status 6

This status taken on 6 april 2021

No Sentences Grammar error Corrected

grammar

error
1 Wr will feel that

they are special to

our life ass like our

family

Wr

Ass

We

As

3 we have maniy

friends same with

maniy house

Maniy

Maniy house

Many

Many houses

Status 7

This status taken on 7 april 2021



No Sentences Grammar error Corrected

grammar

error
1 there are many way Many way Many ways

Status 8

This status taken on 8 april 2021

No Sentences Grammar

error

Corrected

grammar

error
1 when

someone

think about

life

Think Someone

thinks

2 make them

life can be

better.

Them life Their life

Status 9

This status taken on 9 april 2021

No Sentences Grammar

error

Corrected

grammar

error
1 when you

confuse to

choose

something

Confuse When you are

2 becuase they -Becuase -Because



word of heart

is right

-They word -The word

Status 10

This status taken on 10 april 2021

There is no grammar error made here.

Status 11

This status has taken on 11 april 2021

No Sentences Grammar

error

Corrected

grammar

error
1 I am need

learn to

odhers

I am need

learn

I need to

learn
2 Odhers Others

Status 12

This status has taken on 12 april 

No Sentences Grammar

error

Corrected

grammar

error
1 There is a

ambition

A ambition An ambition

2 I hope the

best can to

happened on

Can to

happened

Can happen



me

Status 13

This status has taken on 13 april 2021

No Sentences Grammar

error

Corrected

grammar

error
1 you always

makes me

hurt

Makes me Make me

2 you love is

the lie

you love Your love

Status 14

This status has taken on 14 april 2021

No sentences Grammar

error

Corrected

grammar

error
1 a experience

is one of the

best teacher

to teach yuo

in everything

A experience An

experience
You You

Status 15

This status has taken on 15 april 2021



No Sentences Grammar

error

Corrected

grammar

error
1 life is not

Promises

Promises promise

2. The Types of  Grammar Errors  on Writing Facebook Status Made by

Santri at Kebun Baru Boarding School

Status 1

no sentences Gramma

r error

Correcte

d

grammar

error

Types of

errors

1 next year I

went to my

my uncle

house

I went I will go misformation

alternating
My Use one

word my

Misordering

Uncle

House

Uncle’s

house

Involving an

apostrophe
2 he was

sick

He was He is

sick

misordering

3 I met with

my cousin

I met I meet Misformation

4 I didn’t

introduce

them

I didn’t I don’t Misformstion

5 I was

happy

I was I am

happy

misformation

regularizatio

n
6 I stayed I stayed I stay misformation



there regularizatio

n

Status 2

N

o

Sentences Grammar

error

Correcte

d

grammar

error

Types

of errors

1 I never forced

you

Forced Force simple

addition

Status 3

N

o

Sentence

s

Gramma

r error

Correct

ed

gramma

r error

Types of errors

1 I very

happy

I very I am

very

happy

Simple addition

2 They is

so happy

They is They

are

Misordering

3 we can

finish we

duty

We duty Our

duty

Misinformation

4 my

friend

helping

me to

finishing

helping help Addition
finishing Finish Addition

5 my My My Addition



friend

very kind

friend

very

kind

friend

are very

kind
7 The

beach

are so

beautiful

and very

clear

Are Were Misformation

8 I and my

friend

take

some

picture

Take Took misinformation

9 Mother

my

friend

give me

Give

Mother

my

friend

Gave

My

mother’

s friend

Misinformation

10 I eat it

with my

friend

Eat Aet misinformation

11 I go

home to

submit

my duty

Submit Submitt

ed

Addition

12 my

teacher

chat me

and say

to me

Say Said misinformation



13 I am very

happy

I am I was misordering

14 Thank

you

teacher

and mu

friend.

Mu

friend

My

friend

Misinformation

Status 4

Nothing  grammar  error  made.  The  sentences  are  suitable  with  the

rules.

Status 5

No Sentence

s

Gramma

r error

Correcte

d

grammar

error

Types of errors

1 someone

who

know

Know Who

knows

addition

2 I a bad

people

I a bad I am a

bad

people

omission

3 they do

not

known

my

struggle

known They do

not

know

misinformation

strugle struggle misordering



Status 6

N

o

Sentence

s

Gramma

r error

Correcte

d

grammar

error

Types of

errors


